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Don’t over think it
Just answer what feels right for you – not you at work or home just you!
Once you’ve answered all  the questions the add up your answers and add to the
next sheet to get your initial MBTI
Once you have your 4 digit type, head back on over to Facebook Group and at 5pm
sharp we will go through to make sure you have your best fit type.
Voila welcome to the wonderful world of understanding your personality. It is such
an amazing thing to do and forms the groundwork for a lot of what we talk about
over the next few days and is at the heart of what we do in Leading Ladies too! So
definitely one not to miss.
There is an action plan for you to complete too. 

First up let's understand a bit about you
Self awareness is one of the key steps to building your confidence and resilience at
work and at home. Understanding your personality can really unlock so many aha
moments!  So let's start with taking your MBTI Personality test:
Complete the questionnaire next : 

Bonus Time : 
For all those who turn up at 5pm there is also a downloadable guide to the 16 MBTI
types with the training, so dive in, enjoy and maybe even try to guess the types of

those around you! Have fun and don't forget to share your type in our Facebook Group -
try and find like type ladies
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Getting your 4 digits MBTI

My MBTI Type is:



My Action Plan
  

Is there anything else you have observed? 


